CGI Ratabase with ISO
ERC

F

or carriers using Insurance Service Office (ISO)
products, keeping up with rate and rule changes can be
a real headache. The ISO Electronic Rating Content™
(ERC) service from CGI makes maintenance a breeze.

By partnering with ISO to provide this service, CGI allows you to
significantly reduce maintenance effort and time. Our solution has received
the Associate Alliance designation from ISO.
RATABASE IS THE “GOLD STANDARD” IN RATING
Using the industry’s leading rating engine, the Ratabase / ISO ERC solution
allows you to stand up and maintain ISO ERC-supported insurance
products. CGI has developed a process to convert rate tables and
algorithms from the ISO ERC format into Ratabase. Once configured into
the Ratabase utility, the application can stand up a new line of business in
weeks instead of months, reducing effort and cost.
Within Ratabase, filings contain the ERC package name and ISO circular
number so they are easy to identify. Ratabase’s structure also segregates
customized tables and formulas so you can locate them easily.
CGI also offers ongoing maintenance services.


For standard updates, our clients receive updated rating algorithms and
tables between 15 and 30 days after receipt from ISO.



For large updates such as program or product rewrites, our team
evaluates the impact and provides each client an expected release
date.



We also offer a service to maintain your deviations from ISO and
integrate those deviations when updates are released.

POWERFUL, AWARD WINNING
Ratabase is the number one solution for
rating in insurance worldwide. It helps you
to:
 Save: Reduce the effort and cost to
maintain rating and rules.
 Sprint: Move your business from a w alk
to a run by speeding up time to market
and quickly pivot to meet changing
conditions
 Sim plify: Build once and deploy to any
environment (PC, cloud or mainframe)
 Spark: Innovate w ith a rating engine that
can handle any pricing scenario, no
matter how complex

BENEFITS


Increase speed to market by launching new ISO products quickly and
easily



Eliminate rate maintenance headaches and improve regulatory
compliance using processes based on ISO’s standard updates



Eliminate fines associated with missing reporting deadlines



Dramatically reduce the effort to move rating changes from the ISO
format to production by consuming instead of rebuilding the logic and
tables
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RATABASE HAS THE FEATURES YOU NEED TO INNOVATE

High
Performance,
Scalable to
Large
Volumes

Any Insurance
Product

Multi-Variate
Rating

ABOUT CGI
Founded in 1976, CGI is one of the w orld’s
largest IT and business consulting services
firms. We help clients achieve their goals,
including becoming customer-centric digital
organizations, through high-end IT and
business consulting, systems integration
and outsourcing services combined with a
unique client proximity model and global
center of excellence network.
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JOIN CARRIERS RECEIVING REAL BENEFITS
With Ratabase, carriers receive measurable benefits right out of the gate,
including growth in their books of business, reduced cost of rating
maintenance and faster speed to market. Affordable license models allow
all carriers (large or small) to use the “best in the business” tools at a
reasonable cost. Some carriers even avoid the high cost of replacing their
policy administration systems by using Ratabase to innovate rules and
rating.
For more information on how Ratabase can help your business grow, visit
cgi.com or email us at insurance.ibs@cgi.com.

For more information about CGI, visit
cgi.com, or email us at
insurance.ibs@cgi.com.
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